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Abstract—With advances in geo-positioning technologies and geo-location services, there are a rapidly growing amount of spatio-
textual objects collected in many applications such as location based services and social networks, in which an object is described by
its spatial location and a set of keywords (terms). Consequently, the study of spatial keyword search which explores both location and
textual description of the objects has attracted great attention from the commercial organizations and research communities. In the
paper, we study two fundamental problems in the spatial keyword queries: top k spatial keyword search (TOPK-SK), and batch top k
spatial keyword search (BTOPK-SK). Given a set of spatio-textual objects, a query location and a set of query keywords, the TOPK-SK
retrieves the closest k objects each of which contains all keywords in the query. BTOPK-SK is the batch processing of sets of TOPK-SK
queries. Based on the inverted index and the linear quadtree, we propose a novel index structure, called inverted linear quadtree (IL-
Quadtree), which is carefully designed to exploit both spatial and keyword based pruning techniques to effectively reduce the search
space. An efficient algorithm is then developed to tackle top k spatial keyword search. To further enhance the filtering capability of the
signature of linear quadtree, we propose a partition based method. In addition, to deal with BTOPK-SK, we design a new computing
paradigm which partition the queries into groups based on both spatial proximity and the textual relevance between queries. We show
that the IL-Quadtree technique can also efficiently support BTOPK-SK. Comprehensive experiments on real and synthetic data clearly
demonstrate the efficiency of our methods.

Index Terms—Spatial, Keyword, Batch

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

With the increasing pervasiveness of the geo-positioning tech-

nologies and geo-location services, there are an enormous

amount of spatio-textual objects available in many applica-

tions. For instance, in the local search service, online business

directory (e.g., yellow pages) provides the location information

as well as short descriptions of the businesses (e.g., hotels,

restaurants). In the GPS navigation system, a POI (point of

interest) is a geographically anchored pushpin that someone

may find useful or interesting, which is usually annotated with

texture information (e.g., descriptions and users’ reviews).

Moreover, in many social network services (e.g., Facebook,

Flickr), a huge number of geo-tagged photographs are accu-

mulated everyday, which can be geo-tagged by users, GPS-

enabled smartphones or cameras with a built-in GPS receiver

(e.g., Panasonic Lumix DMC-TZ10). These uploaded pho-

tographs are usually associated with multiple text labels. As a

result, in recent years various spatial keyword query models

and techniques have emerged such that users can effectively

exploit both spatial and textual information of these spatio-

textual objects.

In the paper, we investigate the problem of conducting top

k spatial keyword search (TOPK-SK) [1], [2]; that is, given

a set of spatio-textual objects, a query location q and a set

of keywords, we aim to retrieve the k closest objects each of

which contains all keywords in the query. The top k spatial

keyword search is fundamental in spatial keyword queries and

has a wide spectrum of applications. Below are two motivating

examples.

q

p1

p3

( pizza,coffee, sushi )

p2 ( pizza,coffee, steak )

( pizza,  sushi )

( coffee, sushi )

p4

( pizza, steak,seafood )

p5

Fig. 1: Online Yellow Pages Example

In Fig. 1, suppose there are a set of businesses whose

locations (represented by squares) and service lists (a set of

keywords) are registered in the online yellow pages of a local

search service provider. When a GPS-enabled smartphone

user wants to find a nearby restaurant to have a piece of

pizza and a cup of coffee, she may send the local search

server two keywords, coffee and pizza. Based on the user’s

current location (e.g., the point q in Fig. 1) derived from

the smartphone and the two query keywords, business p1 is

returned by the server. Note that although businesses p3 and

p4 are closer to q than p1, they do not satisfy the keyword

constraint.

In many real applications, the query workload may vary

from time to time, and the system may encounter a burst of

queries (e.g., queries invoked by a particular event). In this

scenario, the system throughout is poor if a large number of

queries are processed one by one. Motivated by this, a large

body of existing work (e.g., [3], [4]) have been devoted to

investigate how to improve the system throughout with the
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batch query processing techniques such that a large number of

queries in the queue can be processed with a reasonable delay.

Meanwhile, nowadays, a large volume of spatial keyword

queries may be generated in a short time period. For instance,

a large number of queries may be imposed to seek nearby

restaurants during the dinner and lunch time. An important

local event may incur a large number of relevant queries.

As shown in [4], a large number of fake spatial keyword

searches may be issued in order to protect the users privacy.

This may lead to dramatic degrade of the system throughout if

queries are processed individually. To alleviate this issue, we

also investigate the problem of batch spatial keyword query

(BTOPK-SK) which aims to efficiently support a large number

of spatial keyword queries at the same time.

Motivation. As stressed in [1], [2], the performance of the

spatial keyword query is poor if objects are separately or-

ganized by textual index and spatial index. Therefore, the

main challenge is how to effectively combine the spatial index

and textual index such that a large number of non-promising

objects can be effectively eliminated from the candidate set

based on both the spatial proximity and keyword constraint.

In the paper, we propose the inverted linear quadtree (IL-

Quadtree) indexing technique which naturally combines the

spatial and textual features of the objects. Specifically, for

each keyword we build a linear quadtree for the related objects

so that the objects which do not contain any query keyword

can be immediately excluded from computation. Besides fa-

cilitating spatial search, the quadtree for each keyword can

also serve as the signature of the objects in the sense that we

can effectively prune a group of objects based on the AND

semantics. Moreover, as the space filling curve technique is

employed by the linear quadtree, the objects are clustered on

the disk based on their spatial proximity, which enhances the

I/O efficiency of our search algorithm. We further enhance the

pruning capability of the signature technique by partitioning

objects into groups.

The key challenge of the BTOPK-SK problem is the compu-

tation sharing of the spatial keyword queries. In this paper, we

develop effective partition approach to group queries such that

the queries in the same groups can share computation costs

because they are likely to have common search pathes. Based

on the inverted linear quadtree (IL-Quadtree) and the groups

of the queries, we devise efficient batch processing algorithm

to support BTOPK-SK queries.

Contributions. The principle contributions of this paper are

as follows.

• To facilitate the top k spatial keyword search (TOPK-SK),

we propose a novel indexing structure called IL-Quadtree

to effectively organize spatio-textual objects.

• Based on IL-Quadtree, we develop an efficient top k

spatial keyword search algorithm.

• To further improve the efficiency of IL-Quadtree, we

propose a novel partition based method to enhance the

filtering capability of the signature technique.

• Efficient batch spatial keyword query processing tech-

niques are developed to improve the throughout of the

system when there are a large amount of spatial keyword

queries.

• Comprehensive experiments demonstrate the effective-

ness and efficiency of our techniques.

Roadmap. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 formally defines the problem of top k spatial

keyword search, followed by the introduction of the related

work. Section 3 presents the IL-Quadtree structure. Section 4

proposes an efficient top k keyword search algorithm. Sec-

tion 5 introduces the advanced signature techniques based on

object partitions. Section 6 presents efficient query processing

techniques for batch spatial keyword queries. Experimental

results are reported in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 PRELIMINARY

In this section, we first formally define the problem of top k

spatial keyword search, and then introduce the related work.

Table 1 below summarizes the mathematical notations used

throughout this paper.
Notation Definition

o (q) a spatio-textual object (query)
Q a spatio-textual batch query

o.loc(q.loc) location of the object o (query q)
o.T a set of keywords used to describe o
q.T a set of query keywords for query q
Q.mbr minimum bounding rectangle of batch query Q
Q.T a set of query keywords for batch query Q
Q.µ is the smallest keyword set size of a subquery in Q
V , v vocabulary, size of the vocabulary
t a keyword (term) in V
l the number of query keywords in q.T
n the number of spatio-textual objects
m the average number of keywords in each object
h the number of queries
no the number of objects within the search region
ps the average surviving probability of the objects

within the search region
δ(p1, p2) the distance between points p1 and p2

δmin(R, p2) the minimal distance between the region R and point p2
e a node of an R-tree or quadtree

seq(e) the split sequence of a quadtree node
w maximal depth of IL-Quadtree
w′ minimal depth of the black leaf node in IL-Quadtree
c split threshold for a node in IL-Quadtree

TABLE 1: The summary of notations.

2.1 Problem Definition

In the paper, a spatio-textual object o is described by a spatial

point in a two dimensional space and a set of keywords

(terms) from the vocabulary V , denoted by o.loc and o.T
respectively. A top k spatial keyword query, denoted by q,

consists of a natural number k, a query location and a set of

query keywords. The problem of top k spatial keyword search

(TOPK-SK) is formally defined as follows.

TOPK-SK. Given a set O of spatio-textual objects, a query

object q where q.loc is the query location and q.T is a set of

query keywords, we aim to find the closest k objects each of

which contains all of the query keywords. We assume ties are

broken arbitrarily in the paper.

In the paper hereafter, whenever there is no ambiguity,

“spatio-textual object” is abbreviated to “object” and o (q)

is used to represent its location o.loc (q.loc).

In this paper, a batch top k spatial keyword query, denoted

by Q, consists of a set of top k spatial keyword queries. We
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use Q.mbr to denote the minimum bounding rectangle of the

locations of the queries in Q; Q.T represents the union of

the keyword sets of the queries in Q; and Q.µ is the smallest

keyword set size of the queries in Q.

BTOPK-SK. Given a set O of spatio-textual objects, and a

batch spatial keyword query (BTOPK-SK) Q, we aim to find

the top k results for each individual top k spatial keyword

query in Q.

2.2 Related Work

In this subsection, we first present the existing techniques for

the problem of TOPK-SK query as well as some other variants

of top k spatial keyword search. Then other spatial keyword

related queries are introduced.

Considering the indexing scheme used in existing works,

we classify the indexes into two categories, namely Keyword

First Index and Spatial First Index.

Keyword First Index Keyword First Index firstly employs

keyword index to extract the related inverted indexes, then

exploits spatial index for spatial filtering. To efficiently facil-

itate the spatial keyword search, it is fairly natural to employ

the spatial index techniques to organize the objects for each

keyword, instead of keeping them in a list. Then, for a given

TOPK-SK query, we can simultaneously apply the incremental

nearest neighbor search [5] on the related spatial indexes

until k objects satisfying the keyword constraint are retrieved.

Such indexes include inverted R-tree [1], SFC-QUAD [6], and

S2I [7].

The inverted R-tree is proposed in [1] to organize objects

for each keyword. For each distinct keyword t ∈ V , a separate

R-tree is built for the objects in which t appears.

SFC-QUAD, which combines the space filling curve and

inverted file, is proposed by Christoforaki et al. in [6]. Based

on the frequency of corresponding keywords, Rocha-Junior

et al. [7] proposed an index called S2I that combines R-

tree/block and inverted file.

Spatial First Index Intuitively, the Keyword First Index is

efficient when there is only one query keyword since we

only need to issue a k nearest neighbor search on the corre-

sponding spatial index. Nevertheless, the performance of the

Keyword First Index significantly degrades against the number

of keywords l in the query. This is because the search region

of the TOPK-SK query will enlarge against the number of

keywords. In order to alleviate the dilemma of Keyword First

Index, Spatial First Index is proposed. Spatial First Index

firstly utilizes spatial index for spatial pruning, then employs

keyword index to grab the corresponding inverted index. Such

indexes comprise IR2-tree [2], KR∗-tree [8], IR-tree and its

variants [9], [10], WIBR-tree [4], and SKI [11].

Felipe et al. [2] propose an index structure called IR2-

tree, which integrates signature file into each node of the R-

tree. In [8], Hariharan et al. propose the KR∗-tree structure

to process the region based spatial keyword search. Cong et

al. [9], [10] and Li et al. [12] independently proposed an

IR-tree index, which primarily indexes the data using an R-

tree, but creates an inverted file for each node of the tree.

To distinguish them, we refer IR-tree from Li et al. as the

IRLi-tree. The difference between the IR-tree and the IRLi-

tree is that the IR-tree stores the inverted files for each node

separately while the IRLi-tree stores one integrated inverted

file for all the nodes. Some optimized variants of the IR-

tree,such as DIR-tree and CDIR-tree, are introduced in [9],

[10]. Cary et al. [11] proposed SKI, which combines R-tree

and inverted files. The parent node of a leaf node,which is

called a super node, is associated with a bitmap inverted file.

WIBR-tree, which is also a variant of IR-tree, is proposed

in [4] to efficiently support a batch of TOPK-SK queries.

The structure of WIBR-tree is the same as that of IR-tree

where all objects are organized by one augmented R-tree. The

main difference is that the construction of WIBR-tree takes

advantage of the term frequencies of the keywords to facilitate

the joint TOPK-SK queries. More specifically, the objects will

be recursively partitioned into 2h groups for given h most

frequent terms t1, . . . , th. In the i-th iteration, objects in a

group g will be divided into two groups g1 and g2 where

objects in g1 contain ti and objects in g2 do not. Then WIBR-

tree is constructed based on these groups. However, WIBR-

tree has two obvious drawbacks for query processing. Firstly,

compared with other IR-tree varieties, the average MBR area

of WIBR-tree is incredible large. Secondly, only the most high

frequency keywords have been considered in tree construction.

Variants of the top k spatial keyword search.

Besides the top k spatial keyword search, there are many

important variants in the literature with different focus. Instead

of applying the keyword constraint, the spatial keyword rank-

ing query [9], [10], [7], [13], [12] is proposed to rank objects

based on a scoring function which considers the distance to

the query location as well as the textual relevance to the query

keywords.

In [14], Li et al. study the problem of top k spatial keyword

search in which the direction constraint is considered. Other

variants include location-aware type ahead search [15], top k

spatial keyword search on road network [16] [17], etc.

3 IL-QUADTREE

In this section, we introduce a new indexing mechanism called

inverted linear quadtree (IL-Quadtree) for the top k spatial

keyword search. In Section 3.1 we describe the shortcomings

of the existing indexing approaches. To address these short-

comings, Section 3.2 proposes the inverted linear quadtree

based index structure.

3.1 Motivation

To deal with the TOPK-SK problem, two great challenges

faced by current works: i) how to effectively reduce the

number of objects with the search region. ii) how to effectively

decrease the average surviving probability of these objects

(i.e., an object within the search region is expected to be

loaded). Motivated by these, we should develop a new index

structure has following properties. Firstly, the index structure

should fall in the category of inverted index i.e., related objects

are organized by a spatial index for each keyword, so that

the objects which do not contain any query keyword can be

immediately eliminated. Secondly, the new index structure

should be adaptive to the distribution of the objects for each

keyword. Thirdly, we need to exploit the AND semantic, i.e.,

pruning a group of objects which do not satisfy the keyword

constraint.
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Fig. 2: Linear Quadtree Example

In the paper, we adopt the linear quadtree structure because

the quadtree is more flexible in the sense that the index is

adaptive to the distribution of the objects and we may prune the

objects at high levels of the quadtree. Clearly, the new structure

proposed satisfies the above-mentioned three important criteria

of the spatial keyword indexing method.

3.2 IL-Quadtree Structure

A quadtree is a space partitioning tree data structure in

which a d-dimensional space is recursively subdivided into

2d regions. Due to its simplicity and regularity, the quadtree

technique has been widely applied in many applications. As an

efficient implementation of the disk-based quadtree, the linear

quadtree [18] is proposed to keep the non-empty leaf node

of the quadtree in an auxiliary disk-based one dimensional

structure (e.g., B+ tree), where each node can be encoded

by the space filling curve techniques (e.g., Morton code [19],

Hilbert code and gray code [20]).

In the paper, we encode the quadtree nodes based on the

Morton code [19] (a.k.a. Z-order) because the Morton code

of a node is encoded based on its split sequence, i.e., the

path of the node in the quadtree, and the code of a particular

node (region) in the space is unique. This is essential because

multiple quadtrees with different shapes are used in the paper.

Now we describe how to derive the Morton code of a

node based on its split sequence in 2-dimensional space. As

shown in Fig. 2(a), assuming that quadtrees resulting from a

split are numbered in the order SW, SE, NW and NE, which

are represented by 00, 01, 10 and 11 respectively 1. Then

the code can be derived by concatenating the split codes in

each subdivision. For example, Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) show

the space partition and the corresponding tree structure of a

simple quadtree for a given set of points {p1, . . . , p4} where

leaf nodes are labelled by their Morton codes. As shown in

Fig. 2(c), in the paper, we use a circle and a square to denote

the non-leaf node and leaf node respectively. Moreover, a leaf

node is set black if it is not empty, i.e., it contains at least

one point. Otherwise, it is a white leaf node. Suppose the

maximal depth of the quadtree is 2, the split sequence of

the node 1 is “SW, SE” and hence its code is represented

by 0001. For the node at higher level, we use 0 to pad the

remaining binary digits. For instance, the split sequence of the

node 12 is “NE” and its code is represented by 1100 where

the last two binary digits are padding. In Fig. 2(b) and (c),

the codes of the leaf nodes are labelled by the corresponding

integer number of their split sequences (i.e, Morton code).

1. Note that SW is the abbreviation of South-West. Similar definition goes
to SE, NW and NE.

Note that in the paper the quadtree structure is kept as the

space partition based signature of the objects, and hence the

level of a node in the quadtree is available during the query

processing. Consequently, we can come up with the correct

node (region) based on the code and the level information.

For the linear quadtree, we only keep the black leaf nodes

on the disk by one dimensional index structure (e.g., B+ tree),

which are ordered by their Morton codes. Fig. 2(d) shows an

ordering results of these black leaf nodes as well as the objects

resident on them, where the node codes are represented as

integer numbers.

LQ 1

q

0 1

 2  3

4

8 12 13

14 15

LQ 2

q

0 1

 2  3

4

8 12

10

p1

p3

p2

9

11

p5

p2

p6

p1
p4

p10
p11

Fig. 3: Example of IL-Quadtree

IL-Quadtree. In the paper, for each keyword ti ∈ V we build a

linear quadtree, denoted by LQi, for the objects which contain

the keyword ti. Besides the black leaf nodes, we also explicitly

keep the quadtree structure, which serves as the signature of

the objects in LQi, which can be easily fit into the main

memory. More specifically, at most 2 bits are kept for each

node of the quadtree, which are set to 11 for black leaf nodes,

10 for non-leaf nodes, and 0 otherwise. Obviously, a node in

LQi is empty (i.e., it does not contain any object with keyword

ti) if the bit is set to 0. Given two keywords t1 and t2, and a

set of points, Fig. 3 illustrates the linear quadtrees LQ1 and

LQ2 constructed for keywords t1 and t2 respectively. Recall

that the leaf nodes are labeled by their Morton codes.

Index Maintenance. For an incoming new object o, it will be

inserted into the corresponding linear quadtrees based on its

textual information. Particularly, a leaf node of the quadtree

is split if it contains more than c objects and it does not reach

the maximal depth w which is the pre-determined maximal

partition level. As to the deletion, an object o will be removed

from its corresponding linear quadtrees. Meanwhile, some

of the cells may be merged due to the deletion. For the

effectiveness of the signatures, we enforce that all objects are
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pushed to the black leaf node below the level w′ (minimal

partition level) because a black leaf node at high level may

impair the pruning capability.
For a given keyword, we only build quad-tree and B-tree

when its corresponding objects cannot be fit into one disk
page; otherwise, only one disk page (a block) was used to
store the objects of this keyword.

4 IL-QUADTREE BASED TOPK-SK QUERY

In this section, we introduce an efficient TOPK-SK query
algorithm assuming that objects are organized by an IL-
Quadtrees. Same as other inverted index based approaches,
we also conduct incremental nearest neighbor search on the
IL-Quadtrees. The main difference is that we can make use of
the space partition based signatures (i.e., quadtree structures)
to eliminate non-promising objects. Example 1 below shows
the motivation of our algorithm.

Example 1. Given the TOPK-SK query q, where q.T =
{t1, t2} and k = 1, the search region of IL-Quadtree based

technique is the same as the search region of the inverted

R-tree and IR2-tree techniques. Only objects p4 and p1 will

be accessed in our example. The objects, which not appear in

LQ1 or LQ2, are immediately eliminated. Moreover, we do not

need to explore cell 3 in LQ1 because cell 3 in LQ2 is empty,

and hence p3 is eliminated. Similarly, p5 is not accessed as

well. Note that we access p4 because cell 8 in LQ1 overlaps

cell 10 in LQ2, and both of them are black leaf nodes.

Algorithm 1 illustrates the details of the IL-Quadtree based
TOPK-SK query. A min heap H is employed to keep the
quadtree nodes where the key of a node e is its minimal
distance to q, denoted by δmin(e, q). Let I(q.T ) denote a
subset of {1, . . . , v} such that i ∈ I(q.T ) if the keyword ti
is a query keyword. In Line 3, the root nodes of the related
quadtrees are pushed into the heap H. Each node e popped
in Line 5 is processed as follows. For a black leaf node e
of the keyword ti, if there are more than one keyword in
q.T (i.e., l > 1) we need to decide if the objects within e
should be loaded by testing the signatures of the quadtrees of
other query keywords (Line 9). More specifically, based on
the Morton code (i.e., split sequence) of the node e, we can
quickly find out if e is overlapped with another black leaf node
of LQj . Following the split sequence of e, we claim that none
of the objects satisfies the keyword constraint if a white leaf
node in LQj is encountered. If the node e passes these l − 1
tests (Line 10), Line 11 loads the objects contained by e. We
keep a counter for each object o, denoted by ohit and Line 13
increases it by one. A set R is employed to keep the k closest
objects seen so far, which satisfy the keyword constraint, and
the distance threshold λ represents the k-th closest distance in
R. Lines 13-19 first calculate the distance between the object
o and q if the counter of o reaches l, i.e., o contains all query
keywords, and then update R and λ if the distance between
the object o and q is smaller than λ. Otherwise, we terminate
the algorithm. When the popped node e is a non-leaf node
(Line 20), a child node e′ of e will be pushed to H if it is not
a white leaf node and the minimal distance between e′ and
q, denoted by δmin(e

′, q), is not larger than λ (Line 21-23).
The algorithm terminates when H is empty and the results are
kept in R.

Remark 1. In the implementation, we randomly select one of

the query keywords and put the root of corresponding quad-

Algorithm 1: TOPK-SK (Q, q, k)

Input : LQ : the IL-Quadtree, q : the spatio-textual query
k : number of objects returned,

Output : R : TOPK-SK query result.
R = ∅; H = ∅; λ =∞ ;1
for each LQi where i ∈ I(q.T ) do2

Push root node of LQi into H ;3

while H 6= ∅ do4
e← the quadtree node popped from H;5
if e is a black leaf node then6

Suppose e is from LQi;7
for each LQj where j 6= i and j ∈ I(q.T ) do8

CheckSignature(e, LQj ) ;9

if e passed the signature test then10
Load objects contained by e;11
for each object o contained by e do12

ohit := ohit + 1 ;13
if ohit = l then14

Compute δ(o, q) ;15
if δ(o, q) > λ then16

Break;17

else18
Update λ and R ;19

else if e is a non-leaf node then20

for each child node e′ of e do21

if e is not a white leaf node and δmin(e
′, q) ≤ λ then22

Push e′ into H;23

return R24

seq(e)= 0011

00

11

(a)

00

11

(b)

00

11

(c)

Fig. 4: signature Check

tree into the heap. Then, when a node is popped from the heap,

we use the signatures of corresponding nodes of other quad-

trees to decide whether the children of current node should be

further explored.

Remark 2. If the query keyword is stored in block (page), we

first load the block (page) into memory. Then, we extract the

relevant objects from the block (page), and dynamically build

the corresponding quad-tree by these objects.

Correctness. We first show the correctness of the signature

check. For any object o in a quadtree LQj , o must reside on
a black leaf node. Therefore, given a black leaf node e in
LQi, it is immediate that we do not need to explore objects
in e if there is another quadtree LQj where j ∈ I(q.T ) and
none of the black leaf nodes of LQj overlaps e. According
to the construction of the quadtree, if e overlaps a node e′ in
LQj , it will imply that seq(e) ⊆ seq(e′) or seq(e′) ⊆ seq(e)
where seq(e) is the split sequence of the node e. As shown in
Fig. 4, there are three cases for a given split sequence seq(e)
and quadtree LQj : (i) encounter a white node (Fig. 4(a)), (ii)
encounter a black node (Fig. 4(b)) and (iii) end up at a non-
leaf node (Fig. 4(c)). Clearly, the occurrence of the case (i)
implies that we do not need to explore e since none of the black

leaf nodes in LQj overlaps the node e. Otherwise, cases (ii)
and (iii) indicate that there exists a black leaf node in LQj
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which overlaps e. Therefore, the correctness of our signature

follows. Secondly, we show that it is safe to prune a node e′

if δmin(e
′, q) > λ. This is immediate because the nodes of

the quadtrees are accessed in non-decreasing order according
to their minimal distances to q.

5 ENHANCEMENT OF THE SIGNATURE TECH-
NIQUE

In this Section, we enhance the effectiveness of the signature
technique by partitioning the objects into several groups. We
first introduce the motivation of the method, then a heuristic
based method is proposed.

o1(t1,t3) o3(t1)
o2(t2,t3)

o4(t4)

o5(t1,t4)

C1 C2

(a)

(b) (c)

t1

C C1 C2

1

t2 1

t3 1

t4 1

t5 0

t1 1

t2 1

t3 1

t4 0

t5 0

t1 1

t2 0

t3 0

t4 1

t5 0

C

Fig. 5: Example of Object Partition

Motivation. In Section 3, for a cell c and a term t, we use a
signature (1 or 0) to indicate if there exists an object o which
resides in c and contains term t. We do not need to explore
a cell c if the sigature is 0 for any query keyword due to the
AND semantics of our spatial keyword search. Intuitively, in
addition to the spatial and keyword features, we may further
improve the filtering capacity if the objects are partitioned
into η groups; that is, for the cell c and the term t, we use η
signatures to summarize the relevant objects.

As shown in Fig. 5(a), given a region r, suppose we have
five objects o1(t1, t3), o2(t2, t3), o3(t1), o4(t4), and o5 (t1,
t4) in this region r and the vocabulary V = {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5}.
The signatures of five keywords are shown in Fig. 5(b) where
I(r, t1) = 1, I(r, t2) = 1, I(r, t3) = 1, I(r, t4) = 1, and
I(r, t5) = 0 respectively. Given a query q with q.T = {t2, t4},
all objects will be loaded if r is accessed in Algorithm 1 since
I(r, t2) = 1 and I(r, t4) = 1. However, none of the objects
contains both t2 and t4. We say this is a false hit if a region
passes the signature test of a query but does not return any
object satisfying the keyword constraint. Similarly, a query q
with q.T = {t3, t4} may result in a false hit as well. Note that
it is a true hit regarding q.T = {t1, t3} since the object o1
contains both t1 and t3. And q.T = {t1, t5} is also not a false

hit since it fails the signature test. Intuitively, we can classify
the objects in the region r into two clusters c1 and c2 as shown
in Fig. 5(a), and the signature of r can be refined as shown
in Fig. 5(c). Then we can avoid loading objects resulted from
the false hit when q.T = {t2, t4} since it fails the signature
tests for both c1 and c2. In this paper, the filtering capacity
of the signature techniques can be naturally evaluated by the
number of false hits.

In this paper, we assume objects are partitioned into η
groups. In Fig. 5(a), we have C = {c1, c2} with η =2. There
are

(

2
n

)

possible partitions if there are n objects in region r.
We aim to identify the partition with the minimal false hit cost.
Specifically, for a given TOPK-SK query q, ξ(q, r) denotes the

false hit cost of r (i.e., the number of objects loaded due to
the false hits of the region r). Similarly, we can define the
false hit cost of a partition C, denoted by ξ(q, C), where

ξ(q, C)=
∑

c′∈C

ξ(q, c′). (1)

Note that ξ(q, r) = 0 if i) r is not visited, ii) r fails
the signature test, or iii) it is a true hit (i.e., find an object
satisfying the keyword constraint). Regarding the example in
Fig. 5, assume that Q = {q1, q2, q3} where q1.T = {t1, t3},
q2.T = {t2, t4} and q3.T = {t1, t2}, we have ξ(q1, r) = 0,
ξ(q2, r) = 5, and ξ(q3, r) = 5. Similarly we have ξ(q1, C) =
ξ(q1, c1) +ξ(q1, c2) = 0, ξ(q2, C) = ξ(q2, c1)+ξ(q2, c2) = 0,
and ξ(q3, C) = ξ(q3, c1)+ ξ(q3, c2) = 2+0 = 2. Let ξ(Q, C)
denotes the false hit cost of the partition C and Pr(q) denotes
the probability that a query q ∈ Q is issued, we have

ξ(Q, C)=
∑

q∈Q

ξ(q, C)× Pr(q) (2)

Partition Algorithm. Assume there are n objects in the
dataset, we aim to partition these objects into η groups/clusters
so that the number of false hits can be significantly reduced. As
it is infeasible to enumerate all possible partitions to achieve
the minimal false hit costs in Equation 2, we resort to some
heuristics approaches in this paper.

According to the definition of false hit, the partition of two
objects which is far from each other will not affect the false
hit costs even if they share the same terms. Consequently,
we assume the space is partitioned into a set of cells by the
quadtree, and the objects within each individual cell will be
partitioned into η clusters.

Algorithm 2 illustrates the details of our greedy algorithm.
Assume there are three global variables η, γ, and C, where
η is the number of clusters2, γ is the threshold of term
frequency, and C denotes the η clusters that the objects should
be partitioned. The greedy algorithm includes two stages:
(I) Lines 2-6 depicts the preparation before partitioning the
objects into η clusters. (II) Lines 7-20 describes how the
algorithm partitions the input objects into η clusters with the
help of false hit pairs.

In stage I, Lines 2 extracts the terms whose local frequency
are larger than γ from the input objects and adds them into
high frequency set hfSet. With the assistance of hfSet, the
algorithm enumerates all the unique term pairs from hfSet in
Lines 3. For each object in input objects, Lines 4 first extracts
the high frequency terms included in hfSet, then enumerates
the unique term pairs on these high frequency terms and inserts
these pairs into hit pair set hpSet. Next, to gain the false hit
pairs, the algorithm removes the true hit pairs from fpSet in
Lines 5. Then, for each query in query log, if the terms of the
query are fully covered by the terms of input objects, we add
the query to influence set Q for further processing in Lines 6,
otherwise we skip this query.

In stage II, based on the input objects, for each pair in
fpList, the algorithm first assigns the objects into two clusters
by the terms of selected pair in Lines 8-12. Then, the false hit
cost values between these two clusters and influence set were
computed respectively based on Equation 2, and the summa-
tion of these two values compares with the current minimum
false hit cost min in Lines 13. If the sum value is smaller

2. The value of η sets to 2n.
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than min, this term pair is considered as a possible term pair,
the value of min is replaced by the sum value, and the two
candidate lists are superseded by the two clusters in Lines 14.
Otherwise it cannot contribute to current partition. After the
partition has been decided, the selected pair is removed from
fpList and the the value of depth D increases one in Lines 15.
Next, if η is still large than 2D, the two candidate lists require
further partition in Lines 17-18. Otherwise we update C by
these two candidate lists in Lines 20.

Algorithm 2: Partition(O, Q, D)

Input : O : the spatial textual objects, Q : the query log
D : the depth of recursion

hfSet = ∅; hpSet = ∅; fpSet = ∅; fpList = ∅;1

hfSet← extracts the terms whose local frequency larger than γ;2

fpSet← enumerates all unique term pairs from hfSet;3

hpSet← from objects in O enumerate the unique term pairs;4

fpList← fpSet \ hpSet;5

Q← extracts the query whose terms covered by O from Q;6

cList1 = ∅; cList2 = ∅; min = inf; psel = ∅;7

for each pair pi ∈ fpList do8

assume tj is the j-th term from pi; tList1 = ∅; tList2 = ∅;9

tList1 ← the objects in O contained t1;10

tList2 ← the objects in O contained t2;11

the other objects assign to the list that has higher similarity;12

if ξ(Q, CtList1 ) + ξ(Q, CtList2 ) ≤ min then13

update min, cList1, cList2, and psel;14

fpList← fpList \ psel; D = D + 1 ;15

if η > 2D then16

C ← C
⋃

Partition(cList1, fpList, Q, η/2);17

C ← C
⋃

Partition(cList2, fpList, Q, η/2);18

else19

update C by cList1, and cList2;20

Time Complexity. Suppose there are np pairs in fpList, no

objects within the cell, and each object at most contains to
unique terms. Hence, based on a selected pair, the cost of
partitioning the objects into two clusters is no. Assume there
are nq queries in the query log, each query at most contains
tq unique terms. Given a query, the cost of computing the
false hit cost between the query and this partition is at most
tq × to. The cost of computing the false hit cost between the
query log and this partition is at most nq × tq × to. Thus,
the cost of each loop is np×(no+nq × tq × to). Because the
objects need to be clustered into η clusters and the objects
are partitioned into two clusters in each loop, the computation
time of Algorithm 2 is np × (no + nq × tq × to)× log2(η) in
the worse case.

Query processing. In this paper, the IL-Quadtree with ad-
vanced signature techniques is called Enhanced Inverted Lin-
ear Quad-tree (EIL-Quadtree for short). The corresponding
query processing algorithm is the same as Algorithm 1, except
the signature test procedure (Line 9), in which η signatures
will be involved in the test instead of one. In particular, the
search will stop on a node if its η signature tests fail.

6 BATCH TOP k SPATIAL KEYWORD SEARCH

In this Section, we investigate how to effectively process the
batch top-k spatial keyword queries. Section 6.1 introduces
the challenges and motivations, and Section 6.2 develops an
algorithm to efficiently partition the queries to groups. Sec-
tion 6.3 presents an efficient algorithm to support batch search
for IL-Quadtree based on the aggregation of the signatures
from relevant keywords.

6.1 Motivation

Intuitively, the system throughout may be deteriorated if we
separately process each individual query in the BTOPK-SK,
especially when the volume of the queries is large. Therefore,
it is desirable to partition the queries into groups so that the
queries in the same group may share computation and hence
significantly reduce the overall costs. Moreover, novel query
processing techniques are necessary to cope with groups of
queries based on the IL-Quadtree proposed in this paper.

Effective query partition.

Query partition plays an important role in batch query
processing because it can significantly reduce the processing
time by grouping similar queries so that the CPU and I/O costs
can be shared between queries in the same group. This strategy
has been widely adopted in many research papers such as [4].
However, this method only considers spatial information, and
not explicitly considers textual composition. Thus, we take
both spatial feature and textual information into consideration
to further improve the effectiveness of query partition. Below
is a motivating example.

q1(t1,t3) q3(t1,t3)

q2(t2,t4) q4(t2,t4)
q5(t2,t4)

Fig. 6: Example of Query Partition

Consider the example of (Fig. 6) that shows five queries q1,
. . . , q5 in a two-dimensional space. We aim to partition these
queries into three groups to enhance the search performance.
In [4], the queries will be partitioned to three groups that
are surrounded by dotted lines. However, intuitively it is less
effective compared with another alternative which are enclosed
by solid lines. Because the ignorance of keyword similarities
may miss the opportunity to share computation from keywords
perspective. Thus, not only the spatial locations, but also the
textual information of the queries should be considered while
partitioning the queries to different groups.

Efficient batch query processing. After dividing the batch
query into a set of groups, it is essential to devise new
query processing techniques based on IL-Quadtree structure
proposed in this paper. The key is the computation sharing
strategies. We carefully maintain the objects loaded during
the query processing so that the location information of
these objects can be used to facilitate the computation. More
specifically, assume there are a set of objects loaded from cell
c of LQt where c is a black leaf node of LQt. If there are
some candidate queries on c, we can further push down these
objects for LQt, i.e., generate refined signatures for child cells
of c on the fly, to facilitate the signature tests of these queries.

6.2 Query Partition

In the following, we first introduce how to effectively calculate
the spatial proximity and the textual relevance between a query
and a query group. Then an efficient group algorithm, based
on spatio-textual ranking score, is presented.

Definition 1. Spatial proximity fs(q, o). Let δmax denote the

maximal distance in the space, the spatial relevance between

the query q and the query group Q, denoted by fs(q,Q), is

defined as
δ(q.loc,Q.mbr)

δmax
.
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Same as [9], we adopt the language model based function
to measure the textual relevance of the group regarding the
query q, which is defined as follows.

Definition 2. Textual relevance ft(q,Q). Let wt,Q denote the

weight of the keyword t regarding query group Q, and

wt,Q=(1− ξ)
tft,Q

|Q.T |
+ ξ

tft,D

|D|
, (3)

where tft,Q and tft,D are the term frequency of t
in Q.T and D respectively. Here, D represents the text

information of all queries in input query set and ξ is a

smoothing parameter. Then the textual relevance between q
and Q is defined as follows.

ft(q,Q)=1−

∏

t∈q.T wt,Q

maxP
(4)

where maxP is used for normalization.
Based on the spatial proximity and textual relevance be-

tween the query and the query group, the spatio-textual
ranking score of a query group Q regarding the query q
can be defined as follows.

Definition 3. spatio-textual ranking score f(q,Q). Let α
be the parameter used to balance the importance of the

spatial proximity and textual relevancy, we have f(q,Q)
= α × fs(q,Q) +(1 − α) × ft(q,Q). Note that the queries

with small score values are preferred (i,e., ranked higher).

Grouping Algorithm. Based on the definition of spatio-

textual ranking score, Algorithm 3 illustrates the details of the
Grouping algorithm. In (Lines 1-2), the z-order values are first
calculated based on the spatial locations of the queries. Next,
based on these z-order values, k points are uniformly selected
from these queries as the seeding center points of the groups
in Line 3. Then, the remaining queries will be assigned to
the most similar groups based on their spatio-textual ranking
score value in (Line 5-14) following the k means clustering
computation paradigm. Fig. 6 illustrates an example of query
partition where three groups are enclosed by solid lines and
the queries in the same group are similar on both spatial and
textual perspectives.

Algorithm 3: Grouping (Q, k)

Input : Q : a set of spatio-textual queries
k : the number of group assigned,

Output : G : a set of queries assigned to k groups.
for each query qi ∈ Q do1

qi.val← calculate z-order value for qi;2

G ← sample k points uniformly based on queries’ z-order values;3

isMove← true;4

while isMove do5

for each query qi ∈ Q do6

score←∞, sel← 0;7

for each cluster gj ∈ G do8

if f(qj , gi) < qscore then9

score← f(qj , gi); sel← j;10

Gsel ← Gsel
⋃

qi;11

recalculate the k centroids;12

if the k centroids no longer move then13

isMove← false;14

return G15

6.3 IL-Quadtree based BTOPK-SK Algorithm

In this subsection, we first introduce the concept of aggregate
node and then present a batch search algorithm base on the
IL-Quadtree.

Virtual Quadtree. The linear quadtree for each individual
term is a regular space partition based spatial index. Therefore,
for a given virtual quadtree node (i.e., a space partition), we
can aggregate the node information (i.e., signature and objects)
from related quadtrees based on terms involved. Each virtual
node consists of three components: 1) the identifies of the
corresponding quatrees nodes involved in the computation; 2)
flags to indicate whether the corresponding quadtree nodes are
leaf nodes; 3) object list which records the objects which have
been loaded from the related linear quadtrees, if current node
is a leaf node in that linear quadtree. During the batch query
processing, for each query group a virtual quadtree is built
on the fly by dynamically aggregating relevant quadtree nodes
information.

Algorithm. Algorithm 4 illustrates the details of the batch
top k spatial keyword query processsing. Specifically, the
algorithm first initializes a root node e in Line 2. Then, for
each query qi ∈ Q, a maximum heapRi employed to maintain
the top-k objects of qi in Lines 4- 5. The value of qi.λ, which
denotes the maximum distance in Ri is initialized to infinity
in 6. The identities of queries in the query group were added
to the query list of the root node in Line 7. Next, for all terms
in the query group, the root node e aggregates the root nodes
from corresponding linear quadtrees in Lines 8- 11. The root
node e is pushed into the minimum heap H, and λmax is
initialized to infinity in Line 12. Then, we execute the while
loop (Lines 13-31)until the top-k results of each query in query
group are ultimately reported in Line 32.

In each iteration, the top entry e with minimum score is
popped from H. More specifically, two stages included in each
iteration. (I) for each dequeued entry e, we detect whether it
can contribute a closer and relevant result for some queries
in (Lines 13-19). (II) we tackle the child entries of entry e
that passes detection in (Lines 20-31). In stage I, we first
check whether the entry e’s minimum value emin is larger
than the λmax, which denotes the maximum distance in R.
If emin is larger, the algorithm breaks in Line 16. Otherwise,
set Q′, which contains the queries that have the possibility
to obtain closer and relevant results from the subentries of e,
is computed. Then, we check whether Q′ is empty or not. If
it is empty, the while loop continues, otherwise the iteration
continues.

If entry e passes all tests, we enter stage II. For each term
t in e.T , we progressively check whether the object list of
selected term of e is empty in Lines 20-22. If the object list
is empty we jump to the next term, otherwise the objects in
the object list allocated to e’s child entries by their location
information. Next, for each child entries e′ of e, we compute
whether the minimum distance from the entry e′ to the remain
queries in the set Q′ is smaller than maximum distance Q′.λ
and whether the conjunct keywords between the set Q′ and
entry e′ is larger than the Q.µ. If both constraints satisfied,
similar to stage I, we further compute a set Q∗ which consists
of a set of queries that share sufficient common keywords and
close to entry e′ in Line 25. Otherwise, we hop to next child
entry. Then, if Q∗ is not empty and the level of current entry
e′ is smaller than the minimal depth w′, we update the child
entry e

′

by Q∗ in Line 30 and push e′ into heap Line 31.
Otherwise, we further process the node e′ before it is pushed
into the heap.

Algorithm 5 illustrates the details of the node processing.
More specifically, for each linear quadtree in the selected
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Objects Descriptions

Objects Locations

BTOPK-SK query

k=1, q1.loc=λ , q1.T=t1, t2

k=1, q2.loc=λ , q2.T=t2, t3

k=1, q3.loc=λ , q3.T=t1, t3

 

Objects Terms 

p1 t1, t2 

p2 t1, t2 

p3  t2, t3 

p4 t1 

p5 t1, t3 

p6 t1 

p7 t2, t3 

p8 t3 

p9 t2 

p10 t3 
 

termterm isleaf objects
t1t1 false NULL
tt22t2 false NULL
t3t3 true p3

ttermterm isleaf objects
t1t1 true p2

t2t2 false NULL
t3t3 false NULL

tteerrmmterm isleaf objects
t1t1 false NULL
t3t3 false NULL

ttermterm isleaf objects
t2t2 true NULL
t3t3 true NULL

ttermterm isleaf objects
t11t1 true NULL
t2t2 true NULL

tteerrmmterm isleaf objects
t1t1 true p4, p5

t3t3 true p5

tteerrmmterm isleaf objects
t1t1 true p1

tt22t2 true p1, p3

t3t3 true p3

tterm: tt1, tt2, tt3term: t1, t2, t3

qqqueryy: qq1, qq2, qq3query: q1, q2, q3

qqueryyy: qq3

i ff j
query: q3

qqueryyy: qq1, qqq2, qq3query: q1, q2, q3

qqueryyy: qq1, qqq2, qq3query: q1, q2, q3

qqueryyy: qq2query: q2

qqueryyy: qq1query: q1

qqueryyy: qq3query: q3

qqueryyy: qq1, qqq2, qq3query: q1, q2, q3

Fig. 7: BTOPK-SK Data and Virtual Quadtree Example

query, we first check whether current entry e′ is the leaf
entry of current linear quadtree in Line 4. If it is not a leaf
node of current linear quadtree, we move to the next linear
quadtree. Otherwise, we increase the counter value by 1. If the
corresponding object list is empty, we load the objects from
the corresponding linear quadtree and update the object list
of e′ in Line 7. Next, if the counter does not equal the terms
number of the selected query, we update the current entry e′

by selected query in Line 15. Otherwise, we first intersect the
object lists from different terms of selected query in Line 9.
Then, for each object in the intersect list, we calculate the
distance between the object o and selected query in Line 11,
and update Ri and λmax in Line 12- 13 if the distance is
smaller than the maximum distance of selected query.

Example 2. Consider a query group Q = {q1, q2, q3} in

(Fig. 7), where q1 = 〈λ, {t1, t2}〉, q2 = 〈λ, {t2, t3}〉, q3 =
〈λ, {t1, t3}〉, w

′=1, w=2, and we want to find the top-1 object.

Hence, Q.T = t1, t2, t3, Qµ = 2, and all subqueries have the

same location λ.

The algorithm maintains a heap H of size 1 for each query
to continuously keep the current result of each query. Firstly,
after creating the root node e of the virtual quadtree, we
update e by the query group and the root information from
related linear quadtrees as what is displayed in (Fig. 7).Then
BTOPK-SK first visits the root node e, and checks its children
details. Since |C1,0.t| = 3 (≥ Q.µ; C1,0 contains t1, t2, t3),
|C1,2.t| = 3 (≥ Q.µ; C1,2 contains t1, t2, t3), |C1,3.t| = 2
(≥ Q.µ; C1,3 contains t1, t3), these three cells are updated
by influential queries and inserted into the minimum heap
according to values, i.e., the minimum distances between
current cell and the influential queries. Meanwhile, because the
flag of t3 of cell C1,2 and the flag of t1 of cell C1,3 have been
set true and the corresponding object lists are empty. Thus, We
should load the objects of C1,2 from LQ3 and objects of C1,3

from LQ1 respectively and insert them into the corresponding
object list as what is showed in (Fig. 7).

Since the value of C1,2 is smaller than that of C1,0 and C1,3,
C1,2 is dequeued first. Because the object list of t3 in current
cell is not empty, we split objects in the object list into its child
cells. Specifically, object p3 assigned to t3 of cell C2,9, and
the corresponding flag is set true. Since |C2,9.t| = 3 (≥ Q.µ;
C2,9 contains t1, t2, t3), |C2,8.t| = 1 (≤ Q.µ; C2,8 contains
t1), and |C2,10.t| = 1 (≤ Q.µ; C2,10 contains t2), C2,9 is
inserted into the minimum heap, while C2,8 and C2,10 are
pruned. Then, there are three cells in the heap: |C2,9|, |C1,3|,

Algorithm 4: BTOPK-SK (Q, k)

Input : k : number of objects returned, Q : the query group,
Output : R : top-k results of each query in Q
R := ∅; H = ∅ λmax =∞ Q.T = ∅;1

e← new a root node;2

for each subquery qi ∈ Q do3

Ri ← new max heap;4

initialize Ri with k null object with distance ∞;5

let qi.λ be the maximum distance in Ri; qi.λ←∞ ;6

e.Q ← e.Q ∪ qi;7

for each LQt where t ∈ I(qi.T ) do8

if t 6∈ e.T then9

e.T ← e.T ∪ t ;10

update e by the root node of LQt;11

Push e into H, λmax ←∞ ;12

while H 6= ∅ do13

e← the node popped from H;14

if emin ≥ λmax then15

break;16

Q′ ← {qi ∈ e.Q|δmin(qi, e) ≤ qi.λ ∧ qi.T ∈ e.T };17

if Q′ is ∅ then18

continue the while-loop;19

for each t ∈ e.T do20

if the object list of e′ of t is not empty then21

split the objects into child entries e′;22

for each child entries e′ of e do23

if |Q′.T ∩ e′.T | ≥ Q.µ and δmin(Q′, e′) < Q
′

.λ then24

Q∗ ← {qi ∈ Q′|δmin(qi, e
′) ≤ qi.λ ∧qi.T ∈ e′.T };25

if Q∗ is not ∅ then26

if e′.level ≥ w′ then27

Node-process(Q∗,e′,R);28

else29

update e′ by Q∗;30

Push e′ into H;31

return R32

|C1,0|. C2,9 is dequeued because of the smallest distance.
Owing to all terms in C2,9 arrives leaf node, for each qualified
query in current cell, we open the corresponding nodes in the
related IL-Quadtrees, load the objects, and update the cell.
Then the top-1 candidate for query q1 is found, i.e., p1; and
the top-1 candidate for query q2 is also found, i.e., p3.

Next, |C1,3| is dequeued. Since only the term number of
|C2,12| is larger than Q.µ, we insert it into the heap. Then
|C2,12| is dequeued. Since all terms in |C2,12| also arrive leaf
level, we load the objects from corresponding nodes of the
related IL-Quadtrees similarly, and update current entry. Then
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Algorithm 5: Node-Process(Q∗, e′, R)

Input : Q∗ : the spatio-textual queries satisfied term constraint,

e
′

: current node, R : top-k results of each subquery for Q
Output : R : top-k results of each subquery for Q
for each qi ∈ Q∗ do1

hit← 0;2

for each t ∈ q.T do3

if e′ is a leaf node of LQt then4

hit := hit+ 1;5

if the object list of e′ of LQt is empty then6

load the objects from LQt and update e′;7

if hit = |q.T | then8

objs← intersects the objects of related terms in e′;9

for each o ∈ objs do10

if δmin(q, o) < q.λ then11

update Ri by (o, δmin(q, o));12

update λmax;13

else14

update e′ by qi ;15

return R16

the top-1 candidate for query q3 is found, i.e., p5. Then, |C1,0|
is dequeued. Similar as C1,2, we split the objects in the current
cell to the corresponding terms of its child cells, i.e., the object
p2 allocated to t2 of C2,3. Because |C2,3.t| = 2 (≥ Q.µ; C2,3

contains t1, t2) and dist(q1, C2,3) ≤ dist(q1, p1), so |C2,3.t|
inserts into the heap. However, C2,2 , which corresponds
to q2,is pruned, because dist(q2, C2,2) ≥ dist(q2, p3). We
continue the dequeue and enqueue process, until the queue
is empty or the top-1 result of all queries not updated.

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

7.1 Experiment Setup

We present results of a comprehensive performance study
to evaluate the efficiency and scalability of the proposed
techniques in the paper. Especially, the following algorithms
are evaluated for the TOPK-SK query.

• ILQ. IL-Quadtree based TOPK-SK algorithm proposed
in Section 4.

• IVR. The inverted R-tree based TOPK-SK algorithm [1].
• IR2. The enhanced IR2-tree technique [2] based TOPK-

SK algorithm.
• KR∗ TOPK-SK algorithm developed based on the KR∗-

tree [8].
• WIBR. The WIBR-tree technique is proposed in [4].
• CDIR. The CDIR-tree technique is proposed in [9].
• S2I. The S2I3 technique is proposed in [7].
• SFCQ. The SFCQ4 technique is proposed in [6].
• EILQ. Enhanced IL-Quadtree by object partition tech-

nique proposed in Section 5.

To evaluate the efficiency of batch algorithm, the following
algorithms are evaluated for the BTOPK-SK query.

• I-ILQ. The IL-Quadtree based TOPK-SK algorithm pro-
posed in Section 4.

3. Note that S2I technique [7] can immediately support TOPK-SK query
by setting the preference parameter α to 1 (just consider the spatial proximity
in ranking) and adding a judgment for each object retrieved to check whether
it contains all the query keywords.

4. The code of SFCQ from [21]. We extend it to process top k spatial
keyword search. According to [6], we assume all locations have been loaded
into memory firstly.

• I-WIBR. The WIBR-tree5 technique is proposed in [4].
• SG-WIBR. The group WIBR-tree technique considers

spatial partition proposed in [4].
• QG-WIBR. The group WIBR-tree technique combines

the technique proposed in Section 6.2.
• SG-ILQ. The group IL-Quadtree technique considers

spatial partition and proposed in Section 6.1.
• QG-ILQ. The group IL-Quadtree technique combines the

technique proposed in Section 6.2.
• QG-EILQ. The group EILQ technique combines the

technique proposed in Section 6.2.

Datasets. Performance of various algorithms are evaluated on
both real and synthetic datasets. The following four datasets
are employed in the experiments. Real spatial dataset GN is
obtained from the US Board on Geographic Names6 in which
each object is associated with a geographic location and a
short text description. GN serves as the default dataset in the
experiments. EURO7 is a real dataset that contains points of
interest (e.g., park, hospital, supermarket) in Europe. Each
point of interest, which can be regarded as a spatial web
object, contains a geographical location and a short description
(name, categories, etc.). The dataset WEB is a synthetic
dataset generated from two real datasets, namely a spatial
dataset modeling the roads in California8 and web documents
on WEBSPAM-UK20079 (which are generally longer than
the descriptions of EURO objects). We assign each document
to a geographical location from the California road network.
Similarly, the dataset TW generated from 13 million real
tweets in [22] from May 2012 to August 2012. We combine
the tweets without locations with a real spatial dataset that
models the road network of USA10. In the experiments, the
locations of all the dataset are scaled to the 2-dimensional
space [0, 10000]2.Table 2 summaries the important statistics
of four datasets.

Property GN EURO WEB TW

# of objects (millions) 2.2 0.18 2.24 13.35
vocabulary size (thousands) 208 68 2898 6890
avg. # of keywords per obj. 6.75 7 429 10.05

TABLE 2: Dataset Details

Experiment Settings. All indices and algorithms11 were im-
plemented in Java. Two servers were used for evaluation,
one is equipped with 2x 3.33GHz Intel Xeon X5680 (6
Core), 48GB RAM, and a 2TB SATA disk, and the other
one is equipped with 2x 3.1GHz Intel Xeon E5-2687W (8
Cores), 128GB RAM, and a 1TB SATA disk. For ensuring
a comparable evaluation results, the same server is used for
conducting experiments on the same dataset. The Java Virtual
Machine Heap is set to 8GB. All index structures are disk
resident, and the page size is fixed to 8192 bytes. For the page
size of R-tree12, we follow the setting in [21]. We evaluates
both response time and the number of simulated I/O.

5. We only consider WIBR-tree owing to all the other algorithms and their
varieties are dominated by WIBR-tree based algorithms in the experiment of
[4]

6. http://geonames.usgs.gov

7. http://www.pocketgpsworld.com

8. http://www.rtreeportal.org

9. http://barcelona.research.yahoo.net/webspam/datasets/uk2007

10. 5http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/challenge9/download.shtml

11. The code of S2I is from its inventors.All the other codes from the author
of [21]

12. We use 4K for IR2, and 32K for the other R-tree based indices.
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Index Settings. For a fair comparison, we tune the important
parameters of the algorithms for their best performance.

The construction of the CDIR-tree involves two parameters.
We vary the first parameter β from 0 to 1 and find that the
CDIR-tree performs the best on all datasets at β = 0.9. The
other parameter for the CDIR-tree is the number of clusters
k. According to the experimental results, we set k to 20, 10,
30, and 40 on GN , EURO, WEB, and TW , respectively.

For the IR2-tree, the signature length ls affects performance.
Hence, we empirically find that the IR2-tree performs the best
at ls=10000 on GN , ls = 7000 on EURO, at ls = 12000 on
WEB, and at ls = 20000 on TW .

Before constructing the WIBR-tree, we need to iteratively
partition all objects in a dataset into two groups using top w
frequent keywords. According to our experimental result, it is
of little help in query performance when w exceeds 300, 200,
600, and 1500 on GN , EURO, WEB, and TW , respectively.

For ILQ, we need to set an appropriate minimal depth value
w′ and a suitable split threshold c for the datasets. Based on
the results of additional experiments, for w′, we set 8 for GN
and EURO, 6 for WEB and TW ; for c, we set 64 for GN
and EURO, and 128 for WEB and TW .

For EILQ, the number of cluster for each cell is another
factor we need to consider. We find that for EILQ, 16 clusters
for GN , EURO and WEB, and 12 clusters for TW render
the best performance.

7.2 Evaluating TOPK-SK query

Workload. A workload for the TOPK-SK query consists of
300 queries, and the average query response time and the
average number of simulated I/O are employed to evaluate
the performance of the algorithms. We firstly randomly pick
a object in the dataset and regard the location of the object as
the query location. Then, we randomly select another object,
and choose a specified number of keywords from the object
based on the likelihood of the keyword. The likelihood of a

keyword t being chosen as query keyword is
freq(t)∑

ti∈V
freq(ti)

where freq(t) is the term frequency of t in the dataset. The
number of query keywords (l) varies from 1 to 5, and the
number of results (k) grows from 10 to 50. By default, l and
k are set to 3 and 10 respectively.

Evaluation on different datasets. We investigate the query
response time, index construction time and index size of
8 algorithms against four datasets GN, EURO, WEB and
TW, where other parameters are set to default values. In
Fig. 8(a), ILQ and EILQ demonstrate superior performance
in comparison with other algorithms. Fig. 8(b) depicts the
index sizes occupied by the algorithms. Particularly, SFCQ
has the smallest index size among the algorithms, because
the location information of each object is only stored once in
SFCQ. On the other hand, IVR has the largest index size due to
the extra duplicate information kept. The construction time of
the index structures is depicted in Fig. 8(c). More specifically,
CDIR has the longest construction time in all datasets, owing
to the complexity of the construction of DIR-tree. Withal, for
datasets GN, WEB and TW, ILQ has the shortest construction
time; for dataset EURO, SFCQ achieves best performance.

Effect of the number of query keywords (l). Fig. 9, 10, 11,
12 display the effect of the number query keywords on dataset
GN, EURO, WEB and TW.

• SFCQ, ILQ and EILQ. EILQ performs the best on
datasets GN, WEB and TW when the number of query
keywords is larger than 1. Compared with EILQ, ILQ
shows better performance in dataset EURO, because it
doesn’t have the supernumerary IO caused by extra clus-
ters information and the size of dataset EURO is far less
than that of other datasets. As expected, the performance
of SFCQ, ILQ and EILQ degrades slightly when l grows
due to effectiveness of the space partition based signature
technique. Although SFCQ has similar response time as
ILQ and EILQ, the I/O cost of SFCQ is always larger than
that of ILQ and EILQ. We observe that the clustering
method can further enhance the performance of ILQ.
For instance, when the number of query keywords varies
from 3 to 5, the I/O costs of ILQ are 25.1, 28.1 and
29.45 respectively, but that of EILQ are 17.47 (69.6% of
25.1), 17.22(61.28% of 28.1) and 18.26(62% of 29.45)
respectively.

• IVR and S2I. The spatial-first R-tree based indexes
IVR and S2I, which loosely combine the R-tree and
the inverted file, perform well when l is 1, and their
performances deteriorate as the number of keywords
increases.

• WIBR and CDIR. The trend of WIBR is quite different
to other algorithms, where the performance is signif-
icantly enhanced when the number of l grows. This
is because the construction of WIBR-tree relies on the
keyword partition and hence can minimize the number
of average keyword size of each node. However, the per-
formance of WIBR is disappointing on all datasets when
l is small. The reason is that the construction of WIBR
may impair the spatial closeness of the objects within
the same node of WIBR-tree.Compared with WIBR, the
search region of CDIR is smaller than that of WIBR
on account of the smaller average MBR area. Thus, the
performance of CDIR is much better than WIBR when
l is small. However, the performance of CDIR is worse
than that of WIBR when l is large due to its average
keyword size is larger than that of WIBR.

• KR∗ and IR2. It is interesting that when l grows, the
performance of IR2 degrades first and then improve.
The former degradation caused by the growth of search
region, the latter improvement result from the stronger
pruning capability of signature. As expected, the perfor-
mance of KR∗ deteriorates when l rises.

As we can see, all indices , except WIBR and IR2, display
an increasing tendency on all datasets in terms of both runtime
and I/O cost as the number of keywords increases. For the text-
first indices, which include IVR and S2I, they need to access
more posting lists of words as the number of query keywords
increases, and thus would need more I/Os. For the space-first
and R-tree based indices, including CDIR and KR∗, as the
number of keyword increases, the possibility for a tree node
to contain all the query keywords would be decreased, and the
distance between the query results and the query point would
be increased. Thus, such indices might check more nodes.
Similarly, the space-first and Quadtree based indices, such as
SFCQ, ILQ and EILQ, might inspect more cells as well.

Effect of the number of results (k). Fig. 13, 14, 15, 16 show
results of this experiment in which we investigate the effect
of k by varying the value k from 10 to 50. As expected, both
the response time and the I/O cost of each index increase with
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Fig. 8: Performance over Various Datasets
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Fig. 10: Varying # l on EURO
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Fig. 11: Varying # l on WEB
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Fig. 12: Varying # l on TW
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Fig. 13: Varying # k on GN
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Fig. 14: Varying # k on EURO

an increasing value of k. A larger value of k leads to a larger
search region in query processing, incurring more accesses to
R-tree nodes or Quadtree cells.

EILQ consistently performs the best on GN, WEB, and TW,
and ILQ performs the best on EURO. The performance of
S2I and WIBR is less affected as we increase the value of k,
compared with other indices.

7.3 Evaluating BTOPK-SK Query

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of batch top k
spatial keyword query where the number of queries (h) varies
from 500 to 2500, where 500 is the default value.

Effect of the number of query keywords (l). Fig. 17,
18, 19, 20 show the total I/O cost and response time when
the number of query keywords varies from 1 to 5. Since
the group based algorithms process queries simultaneously,
they exploit opportunities to share disk accesses and the
computation among the queries. Note that such shared disk
pages are only visited once. Therefore, compared with iterate
based algorithms, the group based algorithms demonstrate
superior performance in terms of response time and I/O cost.
The performance of QG-ILQ significantly outperform that of
SG-ILQ in all datasets due to proper query partition strategy.
Similarly, the performance of QG-WIBR is also much better
than that of SG-WIBR as well. QG-EILQ performs the best
on datasets GN, WEB and TW when the number of query

keywords is larger than 1. Compared with QG-EILQ, QG-ILQ
demonstrate superior performance in dataset EURO.

Effect of the number of results (k). Fig. 21, 22, 23, 24 show
results of this experiment in which we investigate the effect
of k by varying the value k from 10 to 50. As expected, both
the response time and the I/O cost of each index increase
with an increasing value of k. A larger value of k leads to
a larger search region in query processing, incurring more
accesses to R-tree nodes or Quadtree cells. In particular, QG-
EILQ consistently has the best performance on GN, WEB,
and TW, while QG-ILQ performs the best on EURO. The
performance of all WIBR-tree based algorithms is less affected
as we increase the value of k, compared with that of IL-
Quadtree based algorithms. We observe that the performance
of IL-Quadtree based algorithms is at least one magnitude
better than the corresponding WIBR-tree based algorithms in
all datasets except EURO.

Effect of the number of queries (h). Fig. 25, 26, 27, 28
depict the total I/O cost and response time on four datasets
by varying the number of queries (h) from 500 to 2, 500.
As expected, when the number of queries increases, both
the response time and the I/O cost of each index degrade
since more R-tree nodes or Quadtree cells will be accessed.
It is observed that the performance of IL-Quadtree based
algorithms is still significantly superior to that of WIBR-tree
based algorithms.
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Fig. 15: Varying # k on WEB
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Fig. 17: Varying # l on GN
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Fig. 18: Varying # l on EURO
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Fig. 19: Varying # l on WEB
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Fig. 20: Varying # l on TW
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Fig. 21: Varying # k on GN
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Fig. 22: Varying # k on EURO

8 CONCLUSIONS

The problem of top k spatial keyword search is important due
to the increasing amount of spatio-textual objects collected
in a wide spectrum of applications. In the paper, we propose
a novel index structure, namely IL-Quadtree, to organize the
spatio-textual objects. An efficient algorithm is developed to
support the top k spatial keyword search by taking advantage
of the IL-Quadtree. We further propose a partition based
method to enhance the effectiveness of the signature of linear
quadtree. To facilitate a large amount of spatial keyword
queries, we propose a BTOPK-SK algorithm as well as a query
group algorithm to enhance the performance of the system.
Our comprehensive experiments convincingly demonstrate the
efficiency of our techniques.
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